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Abstract—This paper presents work in progress for the pre-
Runners project. The goal is to experimentally demonstratethe
value of unmanned ground vehicles (UGVs) in collaboration
with a main vehicle in an outdoor setting. With uneven terrain
and unexpected obstacles the main vehicle benefits from a
priori information of the terrain ahead. This information c an
be gathered by a smaller, more agile, and risks tolerant au-
tonomous “prerunner”. The results presented, represent the first
steps toward the important task of determining the traversable
surfaces and communicating the results within the team. The
information sharing between vehicles is based onCollaborative
Smoothing and Mapping (C-SAM). The horizontal position is also
estimated within the C-SAM. In parallel the vertical component
and orientation is estimated by a filter fusing data from odometry,
an imu and two lasers to allow computation of traversabilitymaps
to be shared within the team.
Keywords: Collaboration, SLAM, SAM, sensor data fu-
sion, data association, Kalman filtering, traversability es-
timation.

I. I NTRODUCTION

The preRunners project aims to develop autonomous intel-
ligent vehicles that works in constellations of at least twoto
provide secure and robust capabilities for recce, prerunners and
patrol functions. There exists unrealized strategic potentials
in collaboration between autonomous vehicles. The experi-
ments within the preRunners project explore such potentials
in situations hazardous for humans. For example the passage
of obstacles can be made safer, the positioning of foreign
objects becomes more precise. Autonomy is a necessity for
coordinated systems of several vehicles since no operator will
in detail manage to perform the following simultaneously:

a) Safely navigate a constellation of vehicles while optimiz-
ing both safety and precision of localization.

b) Control several sensors for information collection
c) Making necessary strategic decisions

The preRunners project focus on autonomy of point a) and b)
to leave the operator free to focus on the strategic decisions.
An “intelligent” behavior of the whole system will thus
enhance its robustness and usability. The project is based on a
“learning while doing” paradigm where a series of experiments
is the core. Experiments being the core, tradeoffs are necessary
between the level of sophistication of individual algorithms

Figure 1. An example of the current sensor-platform in a relevant scene
doing “follow me”.

and the necessity to cover all algorithms necessary for the
experiment. This paper presents work in progress.

A common way for mobile UGVs to cooperate is to share
information about their surroundings and objects that they
might have found. By doing so the UGVs can utilize informa-
tion from each other in order to build maps, navigate and avoid
obstacles. The collaboration between vehicles is on the level
that information about the surroundings is shared. Each vehicle
performs Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM)
while at the same time determining the traversibility in the
scene. The information is shared among the vehicles using a
Collaborative SLAM approach referred to as C-SAM [1]. This
method use relative pose observations between vehicles, later
referred to asrendezvous-measurements, to align the vehicle
trajectories. In case this is successful the information isfused
by trying to associate landmarks in both data-sets. One issue
with the rendezvous-measurements are that they need to be
associated correctly. Therefore it is of great interest to find a
way to perform this association and to eliminate inconsistent
and spurious measurements. Since recovery of the complete
vehicle trajectory is an inherent property of

√
SAM it is well

suited for this problem when traversibility is the main reason
for information sharing.

In most cases a scene is treated as a two dimensional world
were objects and walls are seen as obstacles and everything in
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between is open space where the UGV can move. This way
of looking at things works well indoors in an office space
environment were it can almost be guaranteed that the UGV
can drive on the flat floor when avoiding distinct obstacles.
When the UGV is driving outdoors the environment is much
more different. Even if there is no big obstacle in front of
the UGV, it is not necessarily safe or possible to drive there.
There could be a big rock or perhaps a ditch in the way. When
driving at a seemingly flat surfaces it might also be useful to
know how rough this surface is. With this knowledge the UGV
can adapt its speed and perhaps select a slightly different path
which is easier to traverse.

A. Related Work

Even though this work is about sharing traversibility infor-
mation between UGVs in a team, SLAM is fundamental for
the solution. In recent years SLAM has come to be a well-
studied problem. It was originally introduced in [2] and early
results can be found in [3].

There are a number of approaches for how to perform
SLAM with multiple UGVs. Some use online collaboration
[4] [5] [6] while others work with off-line data [7]. An
outdoor approach for distributed localization of a UGV teamis
presented in [8]. This work also includes the use of the UGV
team for outdoor terrain mapping. Another outdoor approach
where traversability is also estimated is presented in [9] (only
for a single vehicle). All of these are based on traditional
Bayesian estimation methods like Particle Filter or Kalman
Filtering techniques.

One issue with EKF based SLAM solutions may be prob-
lems with map consistency. In [10] it is shown that lin-
earisation errors lead to inconsistent estimates well before
computational problems arise. Therefore, the EKF approach
may not be suitable in all situations. This problem is brought
up in [11], where it is shown that when dealing with large maps
the EKF based SLAM algorithm has a tendency to diverge.
However, a new robocentric method is proposed to reduce this
effect.

In [12] a different approach for performing SLAM is
suggested. This work investigates whether SRIS is a viable al-
ternative to the EKF for solving the SLAM problem,

√
SAM .

It is stated that SRIS is fundamentally better for these types of
problems than the commonly used EKF. In contrast to filtering
methods, the smoothing does not exclude any information
and is therefore also better equipped to deal with non-linear
process and measurement models. Much effort has been put
into making the

√
SAM algorithm more efficient. In [13] it is

shown how an environment can be mapped in linear time and
also how to obtain uncertainties needed for data association.
Tectonic-SAM (T-SAM) is method for realtime mapping of
large environments, [14]. This is an Out-of-Core, Submap-
based approach dividing a large map into smaller maps, each
linearized at a local reference. This is later extended in [1]
where Collaborative SAM (C-SAM) is introduced, used for
fusing sub-maps from multiple UGVs in.

II. INTEGRATION

A preRunner must be able to do obstacle detection and
autonomously avoid collisions while coordinating with the
main vehicle to make it traverse tight obstacle courses safely.
In a successful experiment the combination of preRunner and
main vehicle should be able to pass autonomously between a
group of obstacles, with larger speed and more safely than if
the main vehicle alone sense and traverse the scene.

The focus in the experiment is not on maximum speed along
a route but rather on keeping the minimum speed high in tight
areas and avoiding standstill of the main vehicle. To do thisthe
traversability of the scene must be modeled and communicated
to the main vehicle. The main vehicle must also be able to
localize in reference to the traversability model.

Figure 2. The connection between filters and 3D representation. The 3D
scene representation is based on grid layers; Traversability, Z and Features
with the SAM map on top.

x, y, ψ - filter

z, φ, θ - filter

3D scene-

representation

Dead recconing

with surface contact

& imu information

Laser scans

Laser features

Figure 3. The separation into horizontal and vertical filters communicating
through the 3D scene representation.

Currently a separation is made between the two tasks
of collaborative localization and traversability modeling. In
essence the problem is factored into two filters, one horizontal
estimating the 2D pose[x, y, ψ] of the UGV while mapping
landmarks in a way that provides coordination between the
vehicles. The second filter is responsible for the vertical state
[z, φ, θ] while mapping traversable surfaces. The two models
are run in parallel to provide a full pose when integrating
the laser data into the 3D representation. It is assumed that
correlated errors between the horizontal and vertical modeare
safe to ignore.
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Figure 4. Communication of Traversability between vehicles given associa-
tions of SAM-features.

At the moment the two parts are tested separately and
the roll partφ of the second filter is not implemented. The
solutions for the two parts are described below.

III. T EAM COLLABORATION

The basic idea is to use multiple UGVs each making
individual maps of an area. Map information is then exchanged
as the UGVs communicate and fused to a single information
set. The approach will work for two or more UGVs although
the two-UGV case is discussed in this work. The information
sharing between vehicles is based onCollaborative Smoothing
and Mapping(C-SAM) based on matrix square roots. The
collaboration is on the level of sharing individually created
sub maps from each UGV. This enables the operator of the
system to get a better understanding of the complete scene
the vehicles are operating in. Figure 5 presents a joined map
based on two sub-maps fused with C-SAM.
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Joint map after applying C-SAM, reference according to UGV-P

Figure 5. Two UGVs have independently explored an are and made some
measurements towards each other. The observations of the surrounding is
shared within the team and joined to make a better understanding of the
surroundings for all team members. This information is available later when
re-entering the area as a-priori when doing change detection.

A. Smoothing and Mapping

Instead of solving the SLAM problem with a filter we
use a smoother. This way of solving the SLAM problem is
referred to as

√
SAM and was initially introduced in [12].

The problem is described as finding the maximum a posteriori
(MAP) estimate for an entire trajectoryX = {xi} and the map

L = {lj}, given the observationsZ = {zk} and the control
inputsU = {ui}. This is done by solving the following non-
linear least-squares problem:

θ∗ = argmin
θ

{

M

Σ
i=1

‖fi(xi−1,ui ) − xi‖2

Λi

+
K

Σ
k=1

‖hk(xik
, ljk

) − zk‖2

Σk

} (1)

where all unknownsX and L are collected in vectorθ
∆
=

{X,L}. Also, ‖e‖2

Σ
= eT Σ−1e is defined as the Mahalanobis

distance, given a covariance matrixΣ. By combining the Jaco-
bians of the goal function into a matrixA and the prediction
errorsai

∆
= x

0
i − fi(x

0
i−1

,ui) andck
∆
= zk −hk(x0

ik
, l0jk

) into
the right hand side (RHS) vectorb, we obtain the following
least squares problem:

θ∗ = argmin ‖Aθ − b‖2

2
(2)

A quickly becomes large since it grows linear with the number
of UGV poses and measurements. On the other hand it stays
rather sparse. In addition,A has a typical block structure:
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(3)

where F,G,H and J are the motion and measurement ja-
cobians pre-multiplied with the matrix square root of the
corresponding covariance. The same pre-multiplication holds
for the RHS vectorb.

B. Motion Model

A discrete constant turn model with lateral slip is used for
describing the motion of each UGV. The reason for introducing
lateral slip is that an outdoor environment is such that this
unwanted motion can not be neglected. A gyro is used in the
system to support the motion model for separating potential
unexpected rotational slip from the lateral slip.

It is assumed that the error vector for the driving parameters,
wi, is normally distributed and zero-mean with standard
deviationσvi

, σvlati
andσωi

respectively.
The non-linear functionf(.) from (1) is the process model

used to describe the transition between two consecutive poses,
xi−1 → xi. The pose change is a function of the driving
parameterui and the corresponding noisewi.

xi = f(xi−1,ui + wi)

f(xi−1,ui) = xi−1 + R(φi−1)Ui

(4)

whereR is a rotational matrix. In (4) the change of pose from
UGV local coordinates atxi−1 is represented by a vectorUi.

The error transformation is done using a first order Taylor
expansion. Due to UGV kinematics, the lateral velocity is not
controllable and is therefore set to zero(vlati

= 0); however,
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the lateral slip error is still present and therefore this term
can not be eliminated before the Jacobians are calculated. The
linearized transition function (4) then becomes:

x̃i = xi − x̂i

x̂i = f(x̂i−1,ui)
(5)

The first order Taylor series of the prediction error can be
described as:

x̃i = F
i−1

i x̃i−1 + G
i−1

i wi (6)

where F
i−1

i and G
i−1

i are the Jacobians offi(.) evaluated
at x̂i−1 and ui respectively. The covariance for the motion
between two consecutive poses then becomes:

Λi = G
i−1

i





σ2
v 0 0
0 σ2

vlat
0

0 0 σ2
ω



G
T i−1

i (7)

C. Observation Model

The sensor used for carrying out the SAM makes mea-
surements in polar coordinates. Typical sensors with these
characteristics are laser range scanners and cameras. Since the
UGV mapping is done in cartesian coordinates the actual mea-
surement of each sensor is transformed into an observation.
This scale better in cases when multiple sensors are mounted
on the UGV since the framework only needs to handle the
observation model and not all different sensor models.

The measured variables are range,rk, and bearing,βk, from
the UGV origin to the observed feature.

rk = r̂k + r̃k

βk = β̂k + β̃k

(8)

We assume the measurement errors,r̃k andβ̃k, to be normally
distributed and zero-mean with standard deviationσrk

andσβk

respectively. From the measured variables in (8) an observation
zk is generated.

zk =

[

rk cos(βk)
rk sin(βk)

]

(9)

Each observation is modelled as a functionhk(.) of the
UGV pose when the measurement is done and the estimated
feature position is

zk = hk(xik
, ljk

) + vk (10)

where the prediction errorvk is approximated as normally
distributed zero-mean measurement noise with corresponding
covarianceΣk:

Σk = R(βk)

[

σrk

2 0
0 r2kσβk

2

]

R(βk) (11)

where

R(βk) =

[

cos(βk) − sin(βk)
sin(βk) cos(βk)

]

(12)

The observation model is obtained by solving (10) as:

hk(xik
, ljk

) = R(φik
)−1(ljk

−
[

xik
yik

]T
) (13)

whereR(φik
) is the same type of rotational matrix as (12).

The linearized observation model then becomes

hk(xik
, ljk

) ≈ hk(x̂ik
, l̂jk

) + H
ik

k x̃ik
+ J

jk

k l̃jk
(14)

whereHik

k andJ
jk

k are the Jacobians ofhk(.) evaluated atxik

and ljk
respectively.

D. Experiments

An experiment with two vehicles have been conducted.
The main reason for this experiment is to get understanding
of how a true scenario may appear in the sensors and for
better understanding of how to solve the data association
and vehicle coordinate alignment problem. The experiment
is carried out using two iRobot Roomba’s each equipped
with an Hokuyo laser range scanner. A neat feature with
the algorithm used is that no cameras or other sensors are
needed for doing a robust data association, only the laser range
scans and the UGV diameter is available for solving the data
association. However, a camera may be integrated to support
the association algorithm.

Figure 6. An setup representing the scenario used for the experiment. The
photo illustrates a snapshot for when the rendezvous measurements are made.
Not the paper collar mounted on each UGV to get a better footprint in the
laser scan.

The setup is basically a number of paper rolls used for
location features and transparent buckets for other types of
unknown features, See Figure 6. From a sensor perspective
these manmade objects have much similarities to wood logs
(paper-rolls) and bushes (transparent buckets).

As each UGV explore the area they build there own map
of the surroundings, see figure 7 and 8. It is clear that each of
the UGVs does not get a complete understanding of the scene
due to occlusion and noise. When aligning the two maps the
scene becomes much clearer.

IV. OBSTACLE AND TRAVERSABILITY DETECTION

To determine ground traversability a sensor (in this case
a laser) must be pointed down towards the ground. When
lasers are used to scan the ground while driving a troublesome
problem presents itself. Due to uneven ground, the vehicle
and laser will rock back and fourth, as well as sideways.
If the system fails to keep track of this motion the laser
measurements will be transformed incorrectly and give a false
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Scanned map made by UGV-P

Figure 7. The map generated by UGV-P. It is clear that this UGVhave
been slipping much in the end of the trajectory since the wallsegments of
the scans does not align properly. Unfortunately it is so much that the the
mapping algorithm did not manage to recover it to a full extent.
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Scanned map made by UGV-Q

Figure 8. UGV-Q have had a calm journey where all slippage have been
recovered by the SAM algorithm.

view of the ground and the surroundings. As the laser acts as a
lever, small errors in the estimates laser angle will be amplified
as the range increases. A simple solution is to assume that the
UGV is allways driving on flat ground. With this method each
laser scan will be forced to fit into a flat world. Changes in
angle will seem to come from rotation of the vehicle rather
than the ground in the scan. The flat ground assumption is
made in [15] and [16]. A downside with this method is that it
will be troublesome to enter slopes and difficult to determine
if the vehicle is driving in one, this is illustrated in figure9.
The method is afterall based on the assumption that the ground
is allways flat. With the help of an IMU the UGV angle can
be measured. The IMU used in the preRunners project has
a static angular accuracy of±0.5 degrees and±2 degrees
dynamically. This accuracy is good from a human point of
view, but with the levering effect of the laser this accuracycan
cause significant errors a few meters away from the vehicle.

Joint

Figure 9. Has the angle of the ground or the vehicle changed?

A. Traversability Estimation

The traversability estimation system fuses sensor data with
a filter in order to keep track of the UGV angular movement.
With this information the laser scans can be more accurately
transformed and result in a better traversability estimate.
To store the scanned and filtered data, grid structures are
used. The global position error of a travelling UGV will
continuously increase if now known landmarks are found. As
the UGV moves around, new grid worlds are initialized. Each
grid represents a small part of the world. This means that
the laser scans will have a relatively small postion error with
respect to each grid origin.

To determine traversability, lines are extracted from each
laser scan with a recursive divide and conquer algorithm.
Such an algorithm has been shown to have good performance
for indoor navigation in [17]. To determine traversability,
primarily the slope of each line is used. The road in front
of the vehicle is flat while man made objects ie. the edge
to a pavement, light posts or trees are very step, typically
vertical. The variance of laser measurements on each line
segment can also be used to determine segment roughness as
was done in [16]. Each laser scan measures perpendicularly
to the direction of motion. To detect approching obstacles in
the motion direction, comparison with data previously stored
in the grid can be done. Figure 10 shows the workflow for the
traversability estimation system.

Check if it is
t ime to change
grid world

Select grid 
elements to
f i l ter

Fuse data
with f i l ter 

Sample to grid 
and determine 
traversabil i ty 

Extract l ine 
segments from 
laser scans

Figure 10. Traversability estimation system workflow

B. Estimating the Vertical State

The filter is based on the commonly used EKF (extended
kalman filter). The filtered states can be divided into two
groups. One group is the UGV related states, ie. pitch angle
and suspension, while the other group consists of states
regarding to the ground, ie. height and slope. The UGV
states are continuously being updated while the road statesare
replaced as the vehicle moves forward. The road related states
belong to a specific grid element. To keep the computational
requirements low only one grid element per laser is selected
and filtered in every iteration. It is assumed that the UGV is
moving on a somewhat flat surfaces like on common urban
roads. With this assumption, the filter results can be assumed
to apply to the entire road line in a scan. The element selected
for filtering is the one straight ahead of the vehicle were the
laser scan intersects the ground. This is illustrated in figure 11.
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Figure 11. The UGV is travelling in a grid. Grid elements thatthe road
related states belong to are marked

To estimate the roll angle additional flat surfaces on the sides
would have to be estimated. This is not yet implemented.

The filter is using data from two lasers at once together
with IMU based angular measurements. Earlier data containing
observations of the ground can be fetched from the grid and
used in the filter process. The states used in the filter are
UGV pitch angle and angular velocity, suspension angle and
angular velocity and finally the ground states height and slope.
The ground slope and the angular velocities are not used
in the measurement equations but are instead used in the
state prediction modell. If the innovation in the filter is too
large the uncertainty (covariance) can be increased and the
state prediction redone. This can be used to detect surface
irregularities. Figure 12 shows the primary filter steps.

Fetch earlier states

Laser apriori and erlier 
observations of the 
ground under the robot 
are fetched from the grid Predict new states and covariance

Calculate t ime difference and
robot movement since last i terat ion

Prepare state update model Run the fi l ter

If innovation is to large 
then increase 
uncertainty of state 

Store the resulting 
f i l tered states

Ground related
states are stored
in the grid

Robot 
related
states

Figure 12. These are the primary filter steps

C. The Measurement Equation

For one laser the measurement equations are given by
liner algebra and the geometry shown in figure 13. There are
three main vectors expressed in the world coordinate system
and their sums should add up according to equation (15).
The vehicle suspension is approximated with a torsion spring
acting in the middle of the body. This allows the vehicle body
to rotate slightly relative the wheels.

D = Lm + L (15)

With

Lm = Rp (θr) · L′

h (16)

L = Rp (θr) ·Rp (θl) · l (17)

L′

h =

(

Lh − 1

2
· wheel dist · θsusp

)

(18)

Figure 13. This figure shows the vectors and angles used in themeasurement
equations

l is the laser measurement in the laser coordinate system and
Lh the laser height measured from the ground when the UGV
is horizontal.Rp is a function returning the pitch rotation
matrix.

Rp =





cos(θ) 0 sin(θ)
0 1 0

−sin(θ) 0 cos(θ)



 (19)

Equations (15) - (17) gives:

D = Rp (θr) · (L′

h +Rp (θl) · l) (20)

Which in turn gives:

Rp (θl)
−1
Rp (θr)

−1 · (D −Rp (θr) · L′

h) = l (21)

Which can be simplified to:

Rp (− (θl + θr)) · (D −Rp (θr) · L′

h) = l (22)

As equation (22) contains 3-dimensional vectors the calcu-
lated laser measurementl will also have three elements. Asl
is expressed in the laser coordinate system and the laser scans
in a two-dimensional plane the third component (z) should
allways be zero. Ifl is calculated from the current states and
the z-component is anything else than zero, the states are not
corresponding to the measurement. By using this fact as a
measurement, the filter will have more data to base the updated
and adjusted states on. When equation 22 is used, only the
front wheels will be part of the calculations. By using the
assumption that both the front and rear wheels always have
contact with the ground, the height of the rear wheels can
also be added to the equations. The ground heights under the
wheels are stored in the grid from earlier measurements. By
reusing this information as an observation the filter will beable
to do a better pitch angle estimate. This will help to prevent
problems similar to what was illustrated in figure 9, by letting
the wheels act as an anchor to the ground. The estimated rear
wheel height is given by equation 23.

Ŝrr = Srf + wheel dist · Sin(θr − θsusp) (23)
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V. RESULTS FROMTRAVERSABILITY DETECTION

The experiment platform used to gather experimental data
is based on a power wheel chair chassis, see figure 1.
The platform is equipped with two forward looking SICK
LMS200 laser scanners tilted down towards the ground. It is
also equipped with an IMU for angle and angular velocity
measurements and wheel encoders providing odometry.

Early experiments were conducted indoors in an ideal flat
environment to test how the filter could handle change in
ground slope. Figure 14 and 15 shows a corridor were this was
tested and the resulting traversability map. Figure 16 shows
how the angular pitch oscillated during this run. Figure 17
shows that the system has been able to compensate for these
oscillations and create a smooth ground profile. Figure 18
shows merged subgrid traversability maps from an outdoor
run on asphalt road. The primary obstacle in this case was the
edge to the sidewalk. Figure 19 shows a photo from this road.
From a traversability map like this, other vehicles who have
not previously visited the area could plan their path.

Figure 14. Traversability map from the corridor. The squares shows the
individual grid worlds.

Figure 15. This corridor has a very smooth floor. Were the photo is taken
there is a small uphill slope. In the middel there is a plateauand then a slightly
steeper slope. After this slope the corridor remains at the same level.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Finding traversable surfaces is a necessary capability of a
prerunner and an interesting application of multisensor data
fusion. This paper presented preliminary results of sensordata
fusion combining inertial measurements with laser measure-
ments to produce traversability estimates of uneven terrain.
The results are shared with team members using a C-SAM
approach. The early results are promising and we hope to
integrate them fully on our platform in the near future.
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Figure 16. The estimated pitch angle during the run. Note that a negative
angle means upwards slope due to coordinate system definition.
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Figure 17. The estimated ground profile from the corridor, note that the
scale of each axis is different.

Figure 18. This traversability map shows how the merged result from a
successfully roll compensated run would look like. In this run traversability
estimation parallel to the direction of motion has been turned off as failure to
completely compensate for roll errors would create many phantom obstacles.
The squares in the picture represent each smaller sub world created during
the run.

Figure 19. A road with a sidewalk on one side and a gravel parking lot on
the other. This photo was taken from the bottom right corner of figure 18.
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A. Future work

Given the traversability maps the next step is to use them
for vehicle control. It is also interesting to explore and develop
the 3D representation. The Multi level surface representation
of [9] is here an interesting addition.
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